
 
DEAN PATCHIN AWARD 

 
 

1. The award will be divided into six categories each with 25 points possible 

 
Scholarship 
Community Service 
Campus Involvement 
New Member Class 
Alumnae Relations  
Programming 

 
2. Each chapter must apply on the standard application forms provided by Panhellenic 

for each category.  All chapters will be considered for Scholarship and Community 

Service without completing an application.  Applications must be filed for all six areas 

by all chapters wanting to be considered for the Patchin Award. A paper application 

does not have to be filed for Com 

 
3. Chapter membership will be calculated by averaging the fall and spring membership 

totals from the Panhellenic membership rolls.  This number will include new members.  

 
4. The winner in each category will receive 25 points.  Other chapters in that category 

will receive points based on the percentage of the winner’s total points.  In the example 

below, Alpha scored 150 points and is awarded 25 Patchin Points.  Beta scored 80 

points, which is 53% of Alpha’s total of 150 points.  As a result, Beta is awarded 13 

Patchin Points, or 53% of the 25 possible Patchin Points.  Likewise, Gamma receives 

7 Patchin Points because the 40 points they scored is 26% of Alpha’s 150, and 7 is 

26% of 25. 

 
The formula used is as follows: 
Chapter’s points divided by winner’s points x 25 = Patchin Points awarded 

 



Example: Campus Relations 
Alpha 150  points  25  Patchin Points 
Beta   80  points  13  Patchin Points (80 is 53% of 150) 
Gamma   40  points    7  Patchin Points (40 is 26% of 150) 
Delta   25  points    4  Patchin Points (25 is 16% of 150) 

 
5. As explained in page one, the chapter having the highest amount of points will be 

named the Dean Patchin Chapter.  Again, in case of a tie, the Dean Patchin Award 

will be presented to the chapter with the highest grade point average for the award 

period.  The divisional awards will go to the chapters with the most points in each 

division. 

 
 
The application for these awards should be typed, or printed on separate sheets, and 
as concise as possible.  The number of women on your membership rolls for Spring 
and Fall semesters should be provided according to the most recent records in the 
Office of Fraternity & Sorority Affairs.  The award period is from January 1 to 
December 31 of the prior calendar year.  The awards application packet must be 
completed and turned into 211J SU by 4:30 p.m. on Friday, February 8, 2019. 

 
Each chapter may select categories in which they want to apply.  The awards for 
scholarship and community service, do not require an application.  There are no 
stipulations on the number of categories that a chapter may complete.  However, no 
chapter can compete to be the Dean Patchin chapter unless they have actually 
submitted applications in all of the other 4 areas. 
 
Based on this information, the chapter that has the highest cumulative Patchin Points 
total in the six Patchin categories will receive the Dean Patchin Award.  This award 
will be awarded to only one sorority.  In the event of a tie, the chapter with the highest 
grade point average will be awarded the Dean Patchin Award. 
 
Awards for each individual sections of the Dean Patchin will be presented to those 
chapters who have excelled the most, as well as, the runner up, in that portion of the 
award.  The scoring for each section will be based on the Dean Patchin scoring 
system. 
 
Please complete each segment as indicated in the following directions.  If more space 
is needed to provide information for a category than is given, then properly label and 
attach a sheet or sheets to the application with additional information. Filler material 
is discouraged and could lead to possible penalization.   

 
 

LATE APPLICATIONS WILL NOT BE ACCEPTED. 


	Example: Campus Relations
	Alpha 150  points  25  Patchin Points

